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PREFACE 

I am delighted to introduce the papers of the IWEMCTIVE 
SESSIONS held in, the National Institute. In fbherance of the 
mandate of the National M h z t e  as the "m TANK" of the 

nation, the 1 n d v e  Sessions were initiated to provide a platform 
for in depth assessment of current issues on the nation's socio- 
political agenda Each sessim involves the delivay of a Paper on 
any tbpical national issue .by a adpresenter followed by a 
discussion by' selected discussants drawn h m  among top 
government oficials, captains of Industry and academia, Senior 
Executive Course Participants, as well as Staff of the Institute. The 
interactions are thorough and usually 1 4  to recommendations on 
the subject which are &en provided as input to policy makers both 
in Government and in the Private Sector. 

The National Institute beljeves that the wisdom contained in 
the papers of the Interactive Sessiom should be dissemimtd to a 
wider readership. 

This maiden edition of the ,series is published as an 
OCCASIONAL PUBLICATION. It contains seven p a p  presented 
on a wide range of national problems which include Desertifscation 
and Agriculfure, Oil and Nation Building. The Niger Delta, Health 
Care Deliveg: De~ocrutic Governance, The Military and Politiccal 
Stability, and National Culture a d  Technological Advancement. 

The papers a .  provocative, informative and proffer 
recommendations for tackling the problems, which they have 
analysed. I would like to recommend the publication to readers both 
within Nigeria and abroad who are interested in Nigeria's nation 
building process. Happy Reading. 

Mnjor-Gemrid Martin C h u m  &&or, COlV 
Director-General, 
March,2003. 
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The Niger Delta Issues 
Dr. Benedict A.   la dele* 

In-Radmm 

T he Niger Delta issue is perhaps the most topical human and 
politid subject in Nigeria today. Its topicality centres around 
the increasing atation by the constituent states in the region 

for a fair deal in the exploration and exploitations of petroleum in 
their areas. What appeared at inception to be an innocuous matter 
has since assumed a mucb frightening proportion with the 
introduction of militancy. Youth dominated ethnic militant group 
have spnmg up in droves to challenge not only the oil m~npanies but 
also the State. Some of these groups are the Movement for the 
Sunival of Ogoni People (MOSO~), the Egbesus 'group which is 
dominated by Ijaw youths, the Urhoh .and Isoko youths to mention 
a few, On one hand, while sane of the groups are engaged in both 
intra and intercommunal clashes others are on the other hand 
engaged in a war of athitian against wmpmies prospecting for oil in 
the region. The end xdts of these clashes are loss of fives, damage 
to propew anci persistent vandalidon o f  oil installations. The 
implications of all these for;the counttry are many and these include 
threat to the socio-economic s d v d  and corporate existen= of the 
comtry. 

Against this backgmmd, the primary goal of this 
presentation is to provoke dispassionate and genuine discussion of 
the subject matter. This approach is expected to assist in our 
corporate efforts at dousing the raging inferno. 

Dr. Bepedict A. Oladele is the htituio Librarian, NIPSS, Kuru 
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What and where is NijDdta?  
The definition of ~ i i e r  .Delta seems to be on a shifting 

ground. This is so because its defmitions are as varied, as there are, 
people with every deiinition reflecting individual interests and 
biases. While some individuals -prefer to define it in the context of 
the geographical boundaries; others -prefe~ to d e k e  it -in the context 
of a geo-political entity. 

Elementary geography 'describes the Niger Delta as 
embracing the entire marshland of ihe .Niged&mue rivers deposits 
basin or the point at which the two rivers mpty themselves into'-the 
ocean. The report of a study by Niger Delta Environmental Survey 
(NDES) quoted in Tamuno (1999:9) contains a very vivid 
description of the geogaphical boundaries of the region. This region 
is said to start from N o d  of Aboh in Delta State Southward to Palm 
point just below Ahssa 4 the Nun river estuary both in Rivers 
State. The region also runs from West of the Benin river estuaty to 
the east of Imo river atwy. These c o o d h t e s  can be translated 
into a plain language and Odondri and Dafhone. h v e  succinctl x variously put this in the ~ d i &  newspaper of 1 lfi July and 9 
August 1999 respectively. In apparent contribution to the 
controversy s m o ~  the submission to the National Assembly of 
the Niger Delta Development Ccrmmission (NDDC) bill that has 
now been passed into law both Odondri and Dzifinone agreed up to a 
point that Delta, Bayelsol, Rivers, Akwa %om ancl some parts of 
Cross River States constitute the Niger Delta Region. According to 
them States like Abia, Xmo, Edo and Ondo are outside the 
geographical deetion. of Niger Delta. These states according to 
IDEA (2000) constitute the "r)eripb& Niger Delta. A fbrther look 
at the region shows that the landmass of he heea regardless of State 
boundaries is contiguous and inhabited by heterogonous but 
presumably autochthbnous ethnic p u p s  like the Itsekiris, Urhobos, 
Isokos, Ljaws, Rwales, Ogonis, Kalabaris and Tbiobios etc. The 
diversity in the sociologicaf or cultural beliefs and psycholagieal 
disposition of the people serve to w r d ~ ~ r e  the complexities of 
issues involved in the redon. The entire region has varied types of 
soil sediments arising fiom rivers Niger and Benue deposits. 
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- The Niger ,Delta Issues 13 - . *  

However the region has similar ~@tkristics such as difficult 
terrains, acrid swamps and various shades of mangrove vegetations. 
Moreover the inhabitants of the mangrove areas lack basic 
infrastructure such as enjoyed by their countefpMs in the hinterland. 
Yet the region is the  ati ion's bedrock of economic survival. It is 
from this region tbat petrolem, .which is the mainstay of the 
economy, is derived. 

* 

With the signing of the NDDC bill into law, the geographical 
definition of Niger Delta was inadvextently relegated to the 
background while political definition holds sway. In essence, the pre. 
crude oil era definition ljus been ~ T g e d  with that of the crude oil 
era, and this is made up of Ondo, Edb, Abia, Imo, Akwa Ibom, 
Cross River, Bayelm, Riven awL Delta States. The common 
denominator of these states. is, that they 41 produce oil. This serves 
to highlight the nature of th&jqt;bttei of this presentation, as it 
will be qlearly sham I . I ,  s$.mtly. 

Geograflhfrl, NQet D-dta in Perspective , 

In order to have a ! ~ I ' i  u.nder@anding of the issues involved 
there is a need to put the geographical Niger Delta into a histarid 
perspective. This,approach is considered important for two main 
reasons. h the h t  htmc'e, some of the happenings in the region 
today have their antemdents in the hist~ry of the region. Secondly 
the approach .chows for an in-depth understanding of the nature and 
complexity of the political and socio%conomic factors involved in 
analysing the issues. - 

In 1956, the chiefs and people of communities in the then 
Rivers division rose from a meeting with a resolution demanding for 
the creation of a Rivers Sbte out of the defunct Eastern Region of 
Nigeria. Their d e ~ d  according ta Tamuno (1999) was informed 
by the E m  of domination as a result of the imminence of 
independence for Nigeria. The independence naturally expected as it 
did happen put an end to the protectotate treaties between the British 
government and the chiefs and people 'of the division. It was said 
that the people of the region never wanted to substitute the British 
colonidism with that of the native. This demand was submitted on 
behalf of the people of the region by Chief Dappa-Biriye to the 
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mbnihl office during the 1957 London cbnstitutional conference. A 
number of reasons were adwked . to. justify the demand but only 
thee are considered relevant to thiadiscobe: 

1. the requirement Of tEe iegioh for special development 
attention due to the peculiaj.kTrain and topography of its 
region. the belief -of &-:people of the region that no 
government located i n  the,' .hinterland (Eastan region 
govemmknt) could undehd-their difficulties talk less 

. * of providing the special development attention. 
11. the beliefaf the Chiefs and people of the region that the 

transfer of 'pmouncy' to the chiefs before 
independence was the d y  solution to native colonidism 

iii. the potential viability of'the region if the transfer of 
supremacy was granted -more so that "if oil was found, 
moreover, the state would be rich." ' 

These demands without any kainsaying have political and 
economic implications for the country 'as much as they %rye as the 
spring- board for some of the agitations in the region and 
particufarly the issue of resource conml. This not withtanding, the 
first reason as reported by Tamno (1999) had to do with the 
peculiar needs of the region due to its =cult terrain and 
topography. Accordingly, the region would need special 
development attentions, which the chiefs and people of the area 
believed no government located in the hinterland could provide. 
This could be said to be a clarion call for both political and socio- 
economic self-detemimtion, which does not necessarily mean 
secession, as some analysts would want the nation to believe. The 
smnd reason was related to the need for the Bdtish government to 
'kamfer paramouncy" of the regiod to the chiefs before 
independence. This request was a glairing disappx~val of the British 
imperialism and any post British pseudo political form of 
governance. Lastly the hbiIity of the region was a third factor and 
this would just be viable "if oil was found, moreover, the State 
would be rich". 

Upon presentation of this demand, the colonid office in 
London constituted what was referred to as Minorities Commission 
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Niger Della lrsws / 5  " . _ .  

with Sir Henry Willink as the Chairman. The commission sat from 
1957 through 1958. The vigour and convicCon with which the chiefs 
presented their case made the ~ o d s i o n  to observf in its reports 
as follows: 

We were imp~essed by tke m&ments indicating that 
the w d s ' o f  thae who ltved in the creeh and swamps 
offhe Niger Delta me very dzzer&tfi.orn those of the 
inferioi. We agree thar ff is not easy fur a 
~ b v e r ~ e n t  or legisdctibe operating ftom f i  in I d  
to concern ifself or even @@ understun4 the 
problem of a territory where colnmunicaths me so 
dzflcuft, building so expehive, and education so 
scartry. &t however, is nor. YO' say i k c  a separate 
S . t e  is the best meaw of achieving the en& desired 
by the pdopje' if& die&. 
 sou^^^ W i t & & s ' r m  S d o n  on Claims for. New 
States in the &istern &@on. 

In the light of the above ohemation the Comxnission recommended 
that: . - 

WeVe cmnbt t-re&mmndpolifi~;al mmgments, which 
unite 'sne $oZilicaI u&t the whoie bo& of rjaws. .. 
We Yeuggest that th& should be a Federal Board 
appointed to conrider the problems of the area of the 
Niger Delta. 
Source: %id, Section 3; Special Ares, 

F~oIli the ghve, a number of observations readily become 
o W m i  in the light of the contemporary happenings in the region. 
For instance, talking of the geographical Niger Delta out of the 
helve &tes created in the country 'in ,1967, two came from the 
qgi& And these were the old River and the South Eastern States. In 
1976, 29 States were created and this resulted in the change of the 
name South Ewtern State into Cmss Ever while Aqua Ibm State 
w a ~  w'd out of the State in 1987. M e r  still, the 1996 State 
creation exercise led to the aming out of Bayelsa State fiom the old 
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Rivers State. In like manner Delta St& was created out of the old 
Edo State. By and large it may be said that the 1957 fear of the 
region's chief of pofitical dorinination has substantially been 
assuaged with the creation of States. One is however not mindful  
of the clamour for more stat& out of the region just like in other 
parts of the country. 

Against this background, kk. Niger Delta issue has 
progressively metaxnorphosed. from what initially looked like local 
matter to both national and &tematio&jl &em. The role of crude oil 
and those of oil Companies (shell,-Chevron, Total, Texaco, Mobil, 
Agtp etc) in such a rapid metamorphosis cannot be overlooked. 
Tamuno (1 999) captured this aptIy when he said that: 

The exploration of crude oil, by Shell from I937 and 
its exploitation in commercial quantities at Oloibiri 
fiom 1956, increasingly made the Niger deltu o 
magnet for &cafes of wealth farst and ?turnanism 
last 

This observation in & r e s h  is the quintessence of the 
issues involved in the Niger Delta. 'h a human issue, it is as 
political as much as it is socio-economic. 

What is the bsne? 
The general tendency is for uninformed analysts to reduce 

the Niger Delta issue to mere ranting or self-saving agitations by 
jobless youths. On the contrary, the issue involved transcends the 
persod interests of the youth, as it is a legitimate demand for 
restitution for decades of neglect and damage to the environment 
and meam of livelihood in the region. The youths by their nature 
happen to be the voice of the silent.maj~ri~ who are the v i h s  of 
the deprivation. In a nutshell, the people of the region are simply 
saying that from whom so much is .taken so much should be 
returned. The cumdaiive effect of continuous exploitation of oil has 
been succinctly captured by Tamuno (1999:20) when he said that: 
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. The Nker Delta Issues / 7 
4 

For every dollar derived from crude oil and 
associated gm extracted from .:-the Niger Delta, 
imagine the costs, in terms df pollution and 
environmental degrudation, leff' 'behind for the 
defence fess people there. 5 

- .  

It is in the lght of the above experience that the host 
communities are demanding for s u a b l e  community 
development programmes from companies that have over the years 
been sucking "away huge profits9' froh the area 

The Ugoni Bill of right, which was presented to the nation in 
1990 by the Movement for the S h v a l  of the Ogoni People 
(MOSOP) vividly captured the prevailing situation in the region. As 
contained in the bill, Ogoni land shce 1958 produced about $30 
billion US dolLars worth of crude oil without the land having nothing 
to show for its contribution by way of .infrastructwe, job 
opportunities and representation in the Federal government. 
Specifically the bill accused Shell Petroleum Development 
Company of not employing: 

Ogoni people at a meanin@l uor any level at all, in 
de,$unce of the Federal govwnrra~ytt regulafiom. Thal 
th search for ail has caused severe l a d  and food 
s h ~ f a g e  in Ogoni, one of the most densely populated 
areas of AfPJca,.. .lk~ Qgoni people luck education, 
health, d other social facilities. T h t  it is 
intolmqbJe that one of the richest areas of Nigeria 
should wnllaw in abject poverty and destitution 
Source: MOSOP, 1992. 

The Ogoni description of the prevailing situation can be said 
to be the same story though with little variations across the over 
70,000 sq kilometres of the region. 
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Mewurea at RaoIvhg tlie Issue . 

Attempts at resolving the Niger Delta issue since 1961 to date 
saw successive governments in the country putting in place a 
number of legal and institutiOnal @aqlewcirks. At the legal lev& 
some specific laws deserved mentioning'not n ~ c e s k l y  for their 
apptopriptteness or otherwise W for their h p l i d o n s  for o w n d p  
aad control of some resouroes and capabity'building for sustainable 
development in the region These laws are the: 

~ e t r o l e u m  Act of 1969. 
LandUseActof1978 
Oil Piplines Act of 1990 
The Petmiem Act of 1991 
The ]Lands (title vesting) Ad of 1993 
The N & i d  Mand Watemays Authbfity Act of 1996. 

Though thew laws differ in krmg.-of subjdctwvemge but 
they all have a mmon refrain nmning thou# them and this has to 
do with the divestment of the people and communities of control and 
ownership of r e s u m  such as Id in the country. The laws 
explicitly and implicitly granted the Federal Gowmnent the 
exclusive ownership of and control over resources iri the country. 
Many communities in the country including those in the Niger Delta 
area consider this mmgement inhibitive to the growth and 
development of Nigeria. On page 63 of the Guardian newspaper of 
21 June 1999, the spokesmen for the Niger Delta community 
described the laws as "obnoxious" and detrimental to the 
development of the regibn. The tendency is for one to forget that the 
laws apply to the entire country and it only happens that oil is the 
mast exp10ited and p m m t  natural. resame in the co-j today+ 

At the btiht iond level, government has she 1961 to date 
been unable to shake off the albatross weight of the Willink 
Commission Report which adopted Mtut iond based project 
approach to the development of the region. This approach inevitably 
led to the establishment of institutions, which are statutorily 
mandated to initiate and manage projects in the ana The institutions 
are as fdows: 
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The Niger DeU Issues / 9 

Niger Delta Development Board, 1961 . 
4 Niger Delta River Basin Authority;l976 

Oil Mineral Producing ~ d o r i t y .  Development Commission, 
1992 - 4  

Niger Delta Develapment Commission, 1999. 
Though the Comrhisesions s u d e d  one mother but they all 

had very similar goal, which is the development of the Niger Delta 
area. It is however important to observe that the idea of institutional 
based project approach is theoretidy sound, but in practice it 
amounts to a duplication of the functions and mpnsibilities of the 
State governments. Momvex,- the adoption of topdown project 
approach by these agencies serve to alienate majority of the people 
from sustainable development processes. An evaluation of the 
performance and c o m b  of these badikhave been variously 
articulated and more imparii$tly that of OMPADEC (Horsfall, 
1999). The impact assessment of OMPADEC on the region is by 
every strech of imagination a mitigating disaster. The commission 
which was expected to be a facilitator of s k t b b l e  development in 
the region, succeeded in alienating itselffrom the people in favour 
of a group of individuals described by Tamuno (1 999: 23) 8s "club 
of contractors and their in-house and out-house collaborators." In 
addition, the cummission was characterized by 'white elephant' 
projects most of which had little or no bring on the people's Life 
and often abandoned uncompleted. 

In the case of the relatively young Niger DeIlta DeveIopment 
Commission (NDDC), it is perhaps too early to assess its 
performance. But d c e  it to say that it has a somewhat rough start 
judging by the spate of criticisms d controversies that welcomed it 
when the idea to establish it was M of all mooted. The criticisms 
were apparently not unconnected with the people's OMPADEC 
experiences. Talking of the deshbility' or otherwise of the 
Commission, two schools of thoughts are very discemable. One 
schooi of thought advocated for its outright rejection, while the 
second group approached the matter with a cautious approval. The 
group that advocated for outright rejection was of the opinion that 
since the civil society successfully mobilised for the exit of military 
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from power and subsequent election of the people's representatives, 
these representatives should be allowed to tackle the problem of 
Niger Delta The group further argued that even though the military 
is no more at the helms of dWrs of the country, the structures that 
created the Niger Delta problems are still intact. This situation 
according to the group calls for major societal transhmtion, which 
must include the renegotiation of 'Nigeria's federalism to ensure 
that communities of the Delta retain the bulk of resources generated 
from their land." According to this school of thought the need to 
review the constitution, which was bequeathed to the country by the 
military, is considered sacrosanct. This was and is still the generd 
view af most people in the Niger Delta region. This school of 
thought favours the idea of resource control. 

On the other hand those in favour of the establishment of the 
Commission were of the opinion that the codss ion will be a more 
permanent institutional hmework for resolving the problem of the 
region. This group seems to believe in political ~ptions as a way to 
resolving the issue of the law enumerates the commission's 
fmctiom and respo&ibilities. Specifically section 7 subsection I (b) 
says that the commission shall have a power to: 

Conceive, plan and implement, in accordance' with 
set r h  arad reger2crhcrhons, projects and programmes 
for sustainable developtent of the Nigerdelto areo 
in the field of f r ~ o t t a t i o n  including roads, jetlies 
and waternays, health educutfon, employment, 
i p 1 1 ~ ~ i a i i s ~ * o n ,  agriculture and fisheries, hawing 
and tuban de$elopment, water supply, electricity and 
te!ecommm*catim. 

The performance of  these functions by the Commission and 
all other responsibilities stipulated in the Act are not different from 
the constitutional and statutory nsponsibilitly of State govemmts. 
With regard to ~~ Section 14 of the Act provides the 
C o d s i o r i  sources of revenue and these include % equivalent of 
15 per cent of the total monthly Statutory allocations due to member 
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The Niger Delta Issues / I l  

States of the Commission h m  the Fd&atim Accomt'' plus 3% of 
annual budgets of oil Companies in the region and 50% of monies 
due to membt States of ihe.Cofnmision from the Ecologid fund 
respectively. 0th sources of revenue w atso mentioned. When the 
firnctions are juxtaposed with thk r e v d :  base of the Commission, 
one m o t  but agree that the mount of money is justified taking 
into considereation the enormity .and the complex nature of the 
problem at stake. 

It is however pertinent toL wo- whether there will be 
mythhg left for the m m k  States of the Commission to do since 
all the enumerated fimc'tidns ate ~ r m d  bg" the Commission and 
vice versa. The tendency is for both .the Commission and the 
member States to tagage i$. tin yiheltby rivalry in M c h  case the 
people are bwnd to suffer. On.-'&, b-ary, one would have 
expected 'a ~wa@t:%&&p the Commission is made to be a 
x0:gulatorcy aWoriitjtq ex&&& ' 4 ' i p v h ' t y  role instead of being a 
"parallel state &mnb&". ,That wudd have been a more 
rewankg approach to the resolution of the Niger Delta crises. In 
essence, the current 13% derivation revenue from petroleum which 
is meant to be shared among oil producing states should be 
increased to 20%. This is envisaged to put more money in the hands 
of the State governments for development programmes and projects. 

Rmurce Control 
In the country today, the issue of resource control has taken a 

centre stage as mwh as it is contentious. The contention is of such a 
magnitude that the problems of environmental degradation, lack of 
job opportunities and hfmtmcture for development in the Niger 
Delta region all seem to have been relegated to a secondary position. 
The issue has even assumed a much more frightening dimension 
kith the articulation and adoption of common position by the 
seventeen governors of the Southern States at their second 
ejdnference held in Enugu on January! 10, 2001. In their 
& m i g & ,  which is hereby quoted inter &a, they demanded 
- That Nigeria's Federal status as presently constituted be 

restructured along legal &work that wudd grant reasonable 
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measures of auton~my to the States and components parts of the 
Federation; - That resource controll md derivdbn should henceforth be 
accepted as the basis for revenue generation and allocation. 

In an apparent responge to theaabuve demands, the Federal 
government went to the Supreme Court to seek for a declaration on 
the ownership of offshore resourqs -b the littoral States of the 
Country. Furthermore, the issue of 13% derivation to the oil 
producing States has also remained in contention as part of the Niger 
Delta issue. These developments underscore the national dimensions 
of the Niger Delta issue with particular regard to the corporate 
existence of Nigeria Again these issues seme to underscore the 
politid dimension of the Niger Delta problem. 

Conceptually it w m s  that the nation is yet to have a clear 
understanding of the memiqg of resource control. This assertion is 
informed by a snrnewm curious dehition of the concept, which on 
its facial vdue looks comic but w~ch potentially has a deep seated 
implication for the, camtry. As reported on page 7 of This Day 
Sunday newspaper-of April 14,2001, Governor Lucky lgbinedion of 
Edo State ww, quuted as defming resource control thus: 

Resource control meam thuf if1 as a Bini man goes 
to Kebbi State andfin& gold, the resource should 
belong to me and not the State or the Federal 
Government. A22 I owe the Federal government is to 
pay taxes and royalties. me same principle should 
upply $ a Kano man comes to Edo, Delta, or 
~ a y e h ' a n d  str ihs  oil. He only pays royalties a d  
taxes to t$e State or the Federal government. 

The undedying philosophy of the above defmition is not 
different from the prevailing situation in the country. The oil 
companies as legal entities prospect for oil in the country and their 
legal responsibility to the country is the payment of tax and royalties 
to the appropriate government authority. 
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The Niger Delta Issues /13 

The above definition is a departure from the commonly held 
notion that the Federal government should devolve its power to 
manage or control resources to the Constituent oil producing States 
of the Federation. The above definition smacks of individuals taking 
control of the resources, which if it happens will only serve to 
compound the miseriet of the pebple. It seems the country is yet to 
know the full meaning of the phase "resource control" which is 
more of a political slogan rather than that of altruism. 

Conclusion 
From the foregoing analysis, it can be concluded that the 

Niger Delta issue is fundamentally that of humanism begging not 
only for political resolutions but for socio-economic solutions as 
well. But then to arrive at such salutiof]~, there is a need to create an 
enabling environment that will faciiitate the conversion of the raging 
anger and protests in the region into opportunities for development. 
This proposition in itself demands for colIective involvement of the 
people ~QC! g o v m e n t  in the idenhfication and prioritisation of the 
deve1~prnerxt:nwds of the region, 

The tendency for government to approach major human- 
cenned problem such as that,of the Niger Delta with variegated and 
uncoordinated micro strategies such as the establishment of 
development commission smacks of deliberate attempt at treating 
the symptoms instead of the main issue. In other words, solutions to 
the issues of environmental pollution and degradation, lack of job 
opportunities for the restive youths, and. absence of infrastructure 
facilities like roads, comunications, to mention a few should be 
within the competence of the States governments in the region while 
the NDDC plays a supervisory roles. The political dimension of the 
issue is obviously beyond the capacity and competence of the 
Commission. It lies squarely within the competence of both Federal 
and States governments. UNIV
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